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TouchPoint Overview
The Appcelerator TouchPoint packages are a 3-month engagement to support your ongoing app development, testing, and deployment
requirements with the Appcelerator Platform. An Appcelerator Solutions Architect will provide technical and best-practice guidance for up to
3 (small) or 6 (large) hours per week during the course of engagement, helping guide your mobile app to success.
Appcelerator’s ongoing expert guidance helps teams to:

••
••
••

Speed time to market with optimal architecture and design strategies;
Reduce build and maintenance costs through more efficient code and higher reusability;
Deepen expertise in mobile development with the Appcelerator Platform.

To take full advantage of the TouchPoint engagement, your team should be trained on the Appcelerator Platform. You should also have
selected an app that will be the focus of the engagement. All engagements will consist of monthly status calls that will define the activities
over the course of that month. Activities may be distributed as needed to achieve your goals. The earlier we engage the better to ensure you
get off on the right foot.

App Status Review
The process begins with a review of the current state of your development process. We identify and review both the functional and design
requirements for your app. This includes curating our vast ecosystem of extensions and ISV contributions for potential fits to your business
needs, ensuring the app delivers maximum capability at a minimum cost.

Continue the Journey with Confidence
A Solutions Architect provides ongoing insight and mentorship to your development and QA teams, guiding them as they add capabilities to
existing apps or begin new apps. Throughout, our Solutions Architect will act as a technical sounding board for all decisions related to the
continued development of your apps, mobile API architecture, analytics strategy and how best to leverage the Appcelerator Platform.
A dedicated Solutions Architect will work closely with your development teams over the course of 3-months ensuring they continue to build
effective, transformative apps using the Appcelerator Platform. We will work closely with your project teams in such activities as:

••
••
••
••
••

Code Walkthroughs
Functional and Unit Testing
Native Module Review
Continuous Delivery and Deployment
Establishing an app factory approach to mobile development

Our aim is to turn your team into company heroes; a lean, mean, mobile machine able to deliver high quality apps that amaze across any
device, with all the analytics to prove it!

